Speakers:

- M François GRUNEWALD, Executive Director, URD
- Mrs Veronique WALBAUM, DRM Technical Advisor, HANDICAP INTERNATIONAL
- Mrs Chloé ROGER, Medical Coordinator, MDM
- Mrs Julie MAYANS, Food Security & Livelihood Advisor, SOLIDARITÉS INTERNATIONAL

The French Network for DRR is composed by:

Vous invitent à la Matinale:

«Climate change: when Disaster Risk Reduction meets adaptation»

Le Samedi 5 décembre de 11h à 12h30

Espaces Générations climat
Stand Coordination SUD

Contact et inscriptions : frenchdrr@gmail.com
PROGRAMME

11h-11h15: Welcoming participants

11h15-12h: Presentations

12h-12h30: Questions

Postez et suivez les Live Tweet de l’évènement sur :

#climate4dev @coordinationsud

Solutions Climat

In 2014, 87% of recorded natural disasters were climate-related in 2014, and 211 million people were affected, which is five times higher than the number of conflict victims.

Natural disasters and climate change have significant impacts on the most vulnerable populations and ecosystems around the world. Climate change will escalate these disparities and increase the number of people displaced by climate. But various multisectorial solutions exist and are implemented at ground level to reduce the impact of disasters

Let’s share our experiences to disseminate good practices and lessons learned!